
Cards
The FRONT of the card gives prompts for developing a dance:

Stimuli

Sample word bank

Selecting a focus

Choosing movement words

Developing movement vocabulary and motifs

Creating a movement phrase

STEP examples to modify and refine phrases and structure a dance.

The BACK of the card focuses on personal learning and thinking skills  
and contains the following:

Thinking me (cognitive and creative ability)

Skills and qualities that develop children’s ability to become independent learners.

Social me (social ability)

Skills and qualities that develop childrens ability to work well with others.

Healthy me (physical and mental helath incorporating personal ability)

Skills and qualities that develop the children’s physical and mental health.

Physical me (physical ability)

Skills and qualities that develop the children’s ability to move effectively and efficiently.  
Each of the four headings provide some examples of skills and qualities that when developed 
support exploring, composing and performing elements of dance. A series of questions 
for each skill identified will involve the children in more discussion, contributing to them 
reviewing and appreciating their learning through dance.

The cards provide only some of the many examples of skills, qualities and questions and it must be 
stressed the list is NOT exhaustive.

The BACK of the card also includes:

Ideas for supporting resources, categorised into Music, DVD etc. as shown above in the 
purple panel..

Learning connections – prompts for curricular links in order to initiate/support/consolidate 
ideas and further extend dance ideas.

TOP Dance cards have been 
designed to help the teacher 

develop dance ideas and anable 
children to develop personal 
learning and thinking skills.

The thematic cards explore:

LITERACY
Communication

NUMERACY
Dancemathics

SCIENCE
Natural or man-made

Including
LET’S DANCE

illustrating ideas of the 
social, cultural, and historical 

aspects of dance

Supported by four dance STEP cards

 Specifically SPACE
 Technically TASK
 Essentially EQUIPMENT
 Particularly PEOPLE

S
T
E
P

Word bank

Select a focus

MIMIC and MIME

TOP Dance: Communication...

Laugh-a-minute

Topic, theme or idea

Comedy and cartoons
1
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Explore gestures, e.g. waving, pointing, shaking body parts, shrugging 

shoulders. Exaggerate movement by making it big and repeat it focusing  

on the size of movement. Combine and link two or three gestures –  

a gesture motif.

Explore different ways of walking in and – a travelling motif.

Use still picture images to create funny poses/shapes – select one or two 

contrasting poses to make a shape motif.

Develop movement vocabulary and motifs

Combining  gesture, travel, shape (pose) motifs 

together in a set or random order  to form a 

movement phrase.  Practise to get smooth links.Create a movement phrase

Stimuli

Laurel & Hardy,  

Tom & Jerry films

Cartoon, clown 

characters

Choose 

movement 

words

Posing, gesture, point,  

still, bend, stretch,   

twist, big, small.

S

T

E

P

Explore different pathways when performing the motif to  

meet and greet/pass other dancers.

Develop relationships with partner work – copying, shadowing, meeting  

and greeting, taking  turns to perform  and reacting to each other’s motif –  

MIMIC and MIME . ‘A ‘performs first. ‘B
’ performs next. Repeat – action/reaction.

Remind and refresh ideas by referring to still pictures/images/DVD to emphasise gesture 

and shape, especially awkward and unusual shapes.

Copying and mirroring in pairs and small groups. Use each pair’s motif to perform a comic 

strip or clown story.

Developing the movement phase into a  

MIME and MIMIC dance using STEP

S

T

E

P

Vary use of levels – travelling, jumping and spinning and releasing of lottery balls.   

Random use of space.

Explore a variety of group relationships to perform practised motifs that demonstrate 

contact  and deflection and performing motif facing in a different direction.

Refer to word wall for action words and dynamic combinations.

Use group formation in lines  and rows of lottery balls/ numbers. Form numbers 

individually, in pairs or in small groups! 

Developing the movement phase into a Lottery dance using STEP

Choose 

movement 

words

Numbers, release, 

drop, tumble, spin 

still, jumble, roll.

Word bank

Select a focus

National Lottery

TOP Dance: Dancemathics...

Lottery

Topic, theme and idea

Numbers
4
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Explore individually, in pairs and small groups forming number shapes. 

Explore making spatial numbers shapes with hands and different body parts.

Using travelling actions trace numbers on the floor, different  

actions for different numbers.

Select number(s) 0-9 and draw a combination of air and floor patterns.  

Explore moving slowly/quickly, strongly/lightly and being still. Number motif.

Create a number motif and repeat it two or three times, develop by changing  

level for each repetition.

Explore movement words using a variety of release drop tumble, roll and still.  

Select three actions to form a motif, e.g. tumble roll stillness, release drop and stillness. 

Repeat facing a different direction.

Develop movement vocabulary and motifs

Linking the number air and floor pathway motif 

and the tumble roll stillness motif.Create a movement phrase 1812
 O V E R T U R E

Pensylvania

65000

Stimuli

Visuals with illustrations 

of numbers, for example 

telephone numbers, 

lottery ticket, car 

number plates, price 

tags, calculators, Roman 

numerals, door numbers.

calculationssigns roman

telephone nu
m

be
r

counttim
e

ONE

lottery

symbols

equations

w
eig

nt

pr
ice

 ta
g

ze
ro

size keypad

m
on

ey

nu
m

er
als

Word bank

Select a focus

Mean Machine poem

TOP Dance: Man-made or natural...

Machinery

Topic, theme or idea

Mechanical devices
7

Use movement words to initiate improvised response moving as the operator,  

e.g. pulling and pushing levers, lifting and lowering, turning handles, pressing switches.

Develop actions exploring each idea, changing speed and levels.

In pairs combine push and pull, lift and lower, machine-like actions using  

simple contact and showing action and reaction.

Experiment with turning and rotating movements working as parts of the  

machine turning and rotating. Try changes in speed size and direction  

developing a cog motif.

Explore and select travelling actions which can be performed for  

movement words spin, fizz, whizz and twirl.        
         

Develop movement vocabulary and motifs

In pairs combining travelling, push and pull motif, 

and turning, rotating motifs.
Create a movement phrase

Stimuli

Pictures: industrial/

manufacturing, manual 

gadgets, toys - robots, 

agricultural, electrical 

tools, gardening 

machines, transport 

machines, household 

appliances.

Choose 

movement 

words

Pull, push, lift, turn, 

screw, kick, shake, 

whizz, spin, fizz, twirl.

S

T

E

P

If it’s a moving machine experiment with levels and pathways;  

if it’s a static machine explore level and shape.

Add a moment/s of stillness. 

Use percussion instruments to support developing the quality of movement,  

e.g. cluster bells, shakers, drums, tambours.

Work in smalls groups to build a machine; explore use of canon as a  

rippling action through the machine.

Developing the movement phase into a dance using STEP
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E
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Adapt the Bollywood routine to show a minimum of two different formations,  

e.g. a circle or a diagonal line.

children to create their own Bollywood steps or use more ideas from films  

to add to their group dance.

change the piece of music: what adjustments are required to fit the dance  

to the new piece? Is it faster or slower?

children to share and perform their ideas and ask for suggestions on  

how they can make improvements to the different relationship and formations  

they have choreographed. 

Developing the movement phase into a dance using STEP

Choose 

movement 

words

Sweep, bounce, flick, 

kick, hand gestures, 

hips sway, articulate, 

eye and facial 

expression.

Word bank

Select a focus

Bollywood style

TOP Dance: Let’s dance... 

Places and Times... Cultural Topic, theme or idea

Bollywood
15
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Children to watch a clip from a Bollywood film. Ask questions to determine what they 

know about the dance style, e.g. has anyone done any Bollywood dancing before,  

what are your first im
pressions, how would you describe it?

Using support resource cards experiment trying different Indian style hand,  

face and eye gestures. 

Practise copying Bollywood style moves as seen in the film/ dance extract or still im
ages.

Example moves include: sweeping hands and arms down to the right and left in  

a curved motion, transfer weight from right to left foot in a bouncing action.  

Right-left-right (1 & 2), Left-right-left (3 & 4), make a beak-like gesture with hands, 

place on shoulders and sway hips side to side transferring weight from right to left foot. 

Head always follows the hands.

In groups of two, four or six, children select a minimum of four moves to compose  

a repeatable sequence. Children should decide:

 the order of the steps

 how many of each to do (always an even number)

 which way to face

 the group formations. 

Develop movement vocabulary and motifs 

That tells a short story –  

children inventing hand  

gestures and Bollywood-style  

step patterns focusing  

on precision and  

facial expression. 

Create a

movement phrase

Stimuli

Bollywood films

Indian culture and stories 

Hand, face and 

eye gestures 

TOP Dance
Music

DVD

Written 
word

Visual 

Professional
works/
artists

Props

www.
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Design: B-Creative

STEP Framework poster
The cards are supported by a STEP framework poster.  
This provides an overview of how to adapt and develop  
initial movement ideas intomovement phrases and dances.
Changes can be made to the:

SPACE – directions, shapes and levels
TASK – actions and dynamics
EQUIPMENT – resources and stimuli
PEOPLE and the relationships

USB wristband content
Supporting material:
Resource url links
Dance terminology – glossary
Action word cards
Wordles
Dance formations

Supporting information for the following resource cards:
Laugh-a-minute
Technologic
Lottery
Time
Shapes, patterns and pathways
Machinery
Ballroom
Tudor
Africa and rhymes
India
STEP

Youth Sport Trust   
Telephone 01509 226 600
www.youthsporttrust.org

Cards
COMMUNICATION

Laugh-a-minute 1
Read All About It 2
Technologic 3

DANCEMATHICS

Lottery  4
Time  5
Shapes, patterns and pathways 6

NATURAL OR MAN-MADE

Machinery  7
Environment 8
Outer Space 9

LET’S DANCE: Places and Times

Social:  Ballroom Blitz 10
 Streetwise 11
Historical: Tudors 12
 Flower Power 1960s 13
Cultural: Africa 14
 Bollywood 15

STEP FRAMEWORK

Specifically  SPACE S
Technically  TASK T
Essentially  EQUIPMENT E
Particularly  PEOPLE P


